
Teaching	and	
Learning	Services 

LMS	TOWN	HALL:			
Update	on	cuLearn,our	Learning	Management	System	

	



Agenda	
1.  LMS	Survey	Results		(20min)	
2.  Recent	Updates		(10min)	

3.  May	Update			(15min)	
4.  LMS	Review	Process		(40min)		
5.  Questions		(45min)	



EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	

carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review 

	
We	want	to	hear	from	you…	
	
All	informa3on	on	the	survey	and		
the	review	will	be	posted	here.		



EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	

Survey Results  

	
Conducted	May	14	-	June	25,	2018	



PARTICIPANTS	
○  18	questions	(mc	(11),	likert	(3),	and	sa	(4))	
○  257	responses	(~15%)	



EXPERIENCED	EDUCATORS	&	USERS	

Teaching LMS Use 

70% reported > 10 years 
of teaching experience, 
with > 5 years of 
experience with an LMS. 



Teaching	
	

Use cuLearn 

Online 
 

Blended 
 

●  Issues with large class sizes 
●  System complexity (too many clicks) 

and frustrations with the interface.  
●  Lack of knowledge of capabilities 
●  Website or other system 
●  Don’t need it 



USE	OF	CULEARN	
○  High:	email	and/or	announcements	(95%)	

Posting	content,	assignments	and		
grading	were	the	next	highest	

Posting	videos	(46%)	

Rubrics	and	marking	guide	(~30%)	

○  Low:	Quizzes	and	forums	(~30%)		
Midterm	feedback,	surveys	and	web-
conferencing	(10%)	

○  Other:	Links,	ARES,	and	Analytics	
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80% 
 
55% 
 
 
 
 
 
46% 



SYSTEM	PERFORMANCE	

90% / 10% 
 
81% / 19% 
 
56% / 44% 
 
60% / 40% 
 
73% / 27% 
 
63% / 37% 



FEEDBACK	FROM		TAS	AND	STUDENTS		
○  General	access	to	and	organization	of	course	materials	in	one	

spot	(documents,	information,	links,	grades,	activities	etc.)	
○  Communication	tools	such	as	email	and	announcements			
○  Assignments	functionality	
“...found	it	helpful	to	have	all	of	course	information	in	one	place”	

“Generally	students	like	the	availability	and		
accessibility	of	documents	and	information...”	

“Students	like	the	email	system,	submitting		
assignments	and	accessing	course	notes”	

	
	



FEEDBACK	FROM		TAS	AND	STUDENTS		
STUDENTS:	NEGATIVE	
○  Interface	“clunky”,	not	intuitive	or	requiring	too	many	clicks		
○  Issues	submitting	assignments		
○  ARES	inaccessible	or	having	incorrect	materials	
“Students	are	not	too	impressed	with	cuLearn.	They	find	it	out-dated	and	clunky.”		

“Problems	accessing	library	course	readings	in	ARES.”	

“uploading	assignments	can	sometimes	be	difficult	for	them...”	

“varied	widely	from	"loved	it"	to	"hated	it".	most	are	somewhere	in	the	middle,	liking	
some	and	not	so	fond	of	other	features.”	

	
	



FEEDBACK	FROM		TAS	AND	STUDENTS		
STUDENT	EXPECTATIONS	
“I	try	to	use	cuLearn	as	much	as	I	can	but	it	seems	that	students	always	expect	
more	because	of	their	experience	with	other	courses.	Often	their	expectations	are	
unrealistic	or	difficult	to	meet.”	

“They	are	glad	I	use	it	and	they	tell	me	that	not	many	professors	do.	I	don't	
understand	this.	It	is	easy.”	

“Not	a	lot,	because	it	is	background	and	a	given.”	
“...I	think	students	expect	us	to	use	cuLearn	as	much	as	possible”	

“...Many	students	just	expect	to	find	the	course	materials	they	need	on	cuLearn.”	

apparently	I	am	average	(whatever	that	means).	I	figure	I	have	lots	of	room	for	
improvement.	



FEEDBACK	FROM		TAS	AND	STUDENTS		
TAS:	NEGATIVE	
○  Grading	in	regards	to	proper	setup,	complexity	and	general	

entry	and	importing		
○  Identifying	students	(given	vs	preferred	names)		
○  Grading	interface	for	assignment	crashing	or	taking	a	long	time	

to	load	and	uploading	of	files	was	slow		
“it's	too	slow,	it's	awkward	to	use,	it	crashes,	functions	are	not	obvious	e.g.,	TA	says	
that	when	uploading	grades,	it's	not	obvious	how	to	complete	the	upload	correctly”	

“It's	fine,	unless	you	are	responsible	for	entering	grades.	Then	it	sucks	if	you	have	a	
large	class.	Even	uploading	a	small	file	takes	forever.	...”	

“It	isn't	always	intuitive	to	learn”	



EASY	TO	USE	FOR	TAS	AND	
STUDENTS	
○  Straightforward	and	user-friendly		
○  Many	cited	the	lack	of	complaints	from	students	as	a	positive	

sign,	which	may	be	a	false	positive.	
○  “sometimes”	and	“satisfactory”		
○  Some	noted	that	the	course	has	to	be	set	up	properly	to	be	

easy	for	the	student	to	use.		
“Absolutely”										“Yes.	It's	straightforward.”	

“Yes	-	the	system	is	easy	to	access	and	navigate”	

“Yes,	they	are	more	familiar	than	myself”	

“Yes.	Very	few	complaints.”	

	

	



EASY	TO	USE	FOR	TAS	AND	
STUDENTS	
○  Interface	is	not	intuitive	and	system	is	generally	to	complex.	
○  Process	and	speed	(time	required)	of	grading	assignments,	

particularly	for	large	classes.		
○  Difficulty	students	had	in	understanding	their	grades	report		
○  Diversity	of	use	by	instructors	makes	it	difficult	for	students	to	

have	a	consistent	user	experience.		
“No.	Only	because	the	utilization	of	cuLearn	across	faculty	is	very	heterogeneous.	
That	diversity	makes	for	a	challenging	user	experience.”	

“It's	not	very	intuitive	and	is	awkward/confusing	to	use.”						“no”								“Not	really.”	

“Not	really.	Steep	learning	curve	but	gets	easier	with	time.”								“Could	be	better”	

“I	think	it	is	easier	than	not	having	it.	But	I	wouldn't	say	it	is	"easy".	It	is	clunky.”	

	
	



EASY	TO	USE	FOR	TAS	AND	
STUDENTS	
“it	is	slow,	and	this	is	pretty	bad	for	TAs	when	they	need	to	do	a	lot,	e.g.,	mark	a	
bunch	of	assignments	and/or	upload	feedback	for	large	class”	

“I	have	provided	feedback	in	the	past	on	CULearn	for	large	courses	and	nothing	is	
being	done.	I	will	not	repeat	it	as	no	one	cares	to	deal	with	these	issues.”	

“For	basic	tasks,	yes.	For	complex	tasks,	not	so	much.”	

“Not	easy,	but	not	challenging.	It	takes	time	for	them	to	get	comfortable	with	the	
platform.”		

“They	get	the	hang	of	it	after	a	bit	of	practice.”							“It's	okay	but	it	could	be	easier.”	

“I	feel	that	most	students	adapt	to	CU	Learn	very	quickly.”	

“Useful	central	repository	and	communication	hub.	usability	and	performance	are	
poor	and	require	improvement.”	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
GRADEBOOK	
“Grade	book	is	not	intuitive	at	all.	we	typically	have	
many	small	assignments	and	make	adjustments	
throughout	term	which	changes	the	weighted	amounts	
students	see.	This	is	the	only	cuLearn	Function	that	
really	frustrates	me.”	

“More	flexibility	for	mathematical	operations	and	
symbols”	

“Make	the	gradebook	setup	more	intuitive/user-friendly	
or	with	better	instructions”	

“...please stop cuLearn from "recalculating 
grades" every time I enter a grade...”	
	

	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
INTERFACE	
“...Sleeker	design.	The	tool	looks	like	it	was	designed	as	an	HTML	site	in	the	early	2000s.	
It	would	be	a	much	better	experience	if	our	LMS	looked	more	current.”	

“...I	wish	it	was	less	clunky,	there	is	so	much	clicking	when	you	are	setting	things	up….”	

“Easier	navigation	(navigating	through	the	navigation	block	can	be	irritating)...”	

“Hide/get	rid	of	80%	of	it.	Clearly	separate	basic	functions/options	from	the	more	
advanced	ones.	Don't	give	us	twenty	options	at	once	when	one	or	two	are	the	most	used.	
Offer	instructors	a	simple,	accessible	and	intuitive	platform	that	lets	them	get	started	
and	then	learn	as	they	go	and	gradually	explore	more	features.		The	current	system	is	
way	too	complicated	and	easy	to	screw	up.”	

“It	is	very	powerful	-	in	fact	FAR	more	powerful	than	i	need.	It	would	be	nice	if	there	were	
a	simpler	version	with	basic	tools...”												“A	better	user	interface.	More	flexibility...”	

	
	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
SPEED	
“Faster for larger classes. It's particularly frustrating when making minor 
changes to the gradebook setup and each time it wants to 'recalculate grades' 
which takes ages with a large class.” 
“Faster speed!! It is ridiculously slow at times….” 
“faster, more reliable page load times...” 
“Needs to be faster: reviewing student assignments was unacceptably slow...” 
“Make it much faster.  Having to wait 5 to 10 seconds after each click is quite 
demoralizing.” 
“if it loaded, rel-loaded faster. ... cuLearn made my low pay as a contract 
instructor even lower by the hour, because of the extra time I spent putting 
things online, and all the 'dead' time I spent waiting for pages to save” 

 
	

	

	

	
	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
SUPPORT	
“I would love if a tech could look at my pages and make suggestions on how to make 
it prettier of more effective etc...” 
“... -a better support site to assist professors and provide up to date instructions for 
basic functions ” 
“More instructions on how to do non-standard things; explanations for Moodle terms 
that are not obvious….” 
“As staff, I'm very aware of how powerful cuLearn is. As an instructor, I was aware of 
only a tiny bit of what it could accomplish until I was part of a Faculty Learning Group. 
It's really important for instructors to see lots of real examples of what COULD be 
done, in context.” 
“Instructions on more topics.” 
“Make the gradebook setup more intuitive/user-friendly or with better instructions” 

 
 

 
	

	

	

	
	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
ASSIGNMENTS	
“easier to set up rubrics” 
“batch download/upload of assignments  better grading capability”  
“...There should be a way to limit what types of files can be uploaded as 
assignments...”  
“automatic plagiarism checking. Peer-assisted grading support. ” 
“I would love to be able to edit student's work in cuLearn. Like a google doc. 
Instead of downloading all the assignments, grading and commenting, and 
then re-uploading them (which takes a LOT of time).”  
 

 
 

 
	

	
	

	
	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
SYSTEM	
“...-more regular upgrades of the system...” 
“I'd love to be able to embed textbook resources into CULearn, for example 
the "Mastering" tools, so that students didn't have to click to a new site….” 
“...I hate that you can't easily store a collection of your own rubrics without 
making them public, so awkward” 
“Are there more plugins I would like to see?  Yes...especially a platform for 
video sharing.” - On it’s way 
“Better connection with other products in our University technological 
environment. For example, embedding Microsoft forms inside of a CU Learn 
page. “ 

 
 
 

 
 

 
	

	

	

	
	



WHAT	WOULD	MAKE	CULEARN	BETTER	
EMAIL	
“...when I've been trying to email a large class it can take a very long time to 
send….” 
“...more effective mail system” 
 

GROUPS	
“Better group functionality.” 
“I find the use of "groups" confusing. I've given up trying to assign grades by 
groups. ...” 
“The group sharing needs to improve. You want to be able to divide the class 
into groups and manage each group indpependently. ...”	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
SYSTEM	PERFORMANCE	-	Top	Priority	
Gradebook load time, gradebook recalculating time, assignment grading page 
load time, time taken to send email, uploading files and general page load times. 
Page errors are also a concern.  
○  Continue to track/report and review instances of slow LMS issues   
○  Set and review speed benchmarks for insight on the potential causes  
○  Enable error reporting on the server and actively review these logs to help 

spot and make plans to address common errors.  
○  Hire an external Moodle vendor to assist in benchmarking, reviewing and 

optimizing the Moodle infrastructure and processes.  
○  Explore the integration of Office 365 mail to cuLearn to improve the course 

mail experience. 
 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
USABILITY,	INTERFACE,	AND	POWER	
Focus on simplifying the process of using cuLearn, setting up activities, 
completing tasks, enhancing LMS support and LMS functionality.   
○  Improve the interface via an upgrade in May (modernize the site’s 

appearance and bring improvements to navigation and course editing 
○  Explore customizing page text and page formatting for things like assignment 

submission to make the process as intuitive as possible for students. 
○  Increase resources and training materials to improve user understanding of 

the LMS.  
○  Continue to offer workshops, perhaps led by other LMS users, that 

demonstrate key functionality of tools and interface.   
 

 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
USABILITY,	INTERFACE,	AND	POWER  
○  Update the cuLearn dashboard  
○  Evaluate and test plugins that improve usability and functionality based on 

requests the have been made. 
○  Turn on the Global Search 
○  Develop course templates that provide a consistent course scaffolding for 

instructors to follow based on good instructional design that can be easily 
adoptable/add to any course.  

○  Improvements to the default course template 
○  Implement User Tours 
○  Promote and support the underused and misunderstood tools 

 
 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
GRADEBOOK	25% of responses  
Complexity of the gradebook and difficulty understanding the grading system. 
More resources, training, and support is needed to fully enable LMS users to 
maximize gradebook functionality.    
○  Develop support resources focused on example use cases: video 

demonstrations, text based instructions, and workshops.  
○  Work with volunteer instructors to improve existing information. 
○  Review grades setup, setting and contextual menus to see if configuration 

changes and instruction language can be made to make the use of grades 
more logical.  

○  Identify the cause of discrepancies between given and preferred names  
 

 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
SUPPORT	SITE  
Ensuring that the cuLearn Website provides accurate, relevant, and clear 
content    
○  Identify missing information on the cuLearn Support Website and fill in the 

content gaps. 
○  Review and revise the existing instructions. 
○  Improve the website’s searchability. 
○  Add more recommendations and examples as a number of respondents 

wanted to see more tips and tricks on the support site. 
○  Add more videos  
○  “print friendly” link for each page  
○  More case studies and examples 

 
 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS	
TRAINING	 
Workshops and training to build the user community, understand available 
options and encourage increased uptake of unused tools.  
○  Inter-collegial training 
○  Department specific training  
○  Increasing user-led workshops 
○  More examples of course design  
 

Lack	of	awareness	about	the	LMS’	functionality	
 

 

	



RECOMMENDATIONS		
MORE	RESEARCH	 
More time should be spent analysing and acting upon the data collected for this 
survey. 
○  Determining which tools online instructors use as compared to instructors 

with no online teaching experience.  
○  Difference in use and perceptions between contract instructors and faculty. 
○  Difference in use between faculties. 
OUTREACH 
○  Directly contact instructors who expressed specific issues with functions in 

cuLearn that stem lack of knowledge and can be addressed through training. 
 

 

	



CONCLUSIONS	
○  Majority	of	users	are	satisfied	to	more	than	satisfied	with	cuLearn	
○  Future	plans	for	the	LMS	need	to	address	

•  Speed	(especially	for	large	classes)	
•  Grading	
•  Interface	
•  Usability		
•  Knowledge	building,	uptake	and	support	of	instructors		

 
 

 

	



EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	

Recent Updates 

	
On	August	30th	Moodle	was	updated		
from	version	3.1.1	to	3.1.12	



RECENT	UPDATES	

○  No	major	change	to	core	interface	or	functionality.	
○  Almost	130	updates	for	bug	patchs	and	security	fixes.	
○  The	following	Carleton	specific	issues	were	updated.		
	



GROUP	SELF	SELECTION	



ASSIGNMENT	SETTINGS	



GRADEBOOK	UPDATES	

○  New	"grade	items"	will	now	have	a	default	weight	of	“0”	
instead	of	“1”	

○  The	“Course	total”	column	will	now	be	hidden	by	default	
for	newly	created	courses	(Summer	2019)	

○  The	“Course	total”	column	will	remain	hidden	(if	already	
hidden)	when	other	columns	are	added	or	grades	entered	

○  The	grade	Export	file	will	now	have	columns	in	the	order	
they	are	required	for	submission	to	E-Grades	



PARTICIPATION	REPORT	EMAIL	





INTEGRATIONS	

o Publisher	Integrations	
•  Wiley	-	WileyPLUS	
•  Pearson	-	Pearson	MyLab	&	Mastering	
•  Working	on	Elsevier,	Nelson,	Pearson	Revel	

	

o Kaltura	-	Media	Server	Integrations	
•  Upload	or	record	new	videos	
•  Embed	anywhere	you	can	add	text	to	cuLearn		

	



EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	

May Upgrade Updates 

	
At	the	end	of	May	2019	Moodle	will		
be	updated	to	version	3.6	











GLOBAL	SEARCH	











WHAT’S	NEW	CORE	(V3.1	to	V3.6)	
○  Participants	and	Enrolments	pages	combined	
○  LTI	2	compliance/improvements	
○  Font	Awesome	
○  Emoji	support	
○  Better	calendar	management	
○  Drag	and	drop	calendar	events	
○  Privacy	and	policies	area	in	Profile	
○  Choice	results	display	
○  Drag	and	drop	markers	question	type	
○  Thousands	of	other	small	improvements	and	fixes		



POTENTIAL	DEVELOPMENT	FOR	MAY	

○  Create	groups	in	group	tool	for	registered	labs	
○  Editing	on	by	default	(user	preference)		
○  Assignment	-	make	default	grade	view	“needs	grading”	
○  Set	Course	start	date	to	first	day	of	classes	
○  Turning	on	profile	pictures	
○  Change	default	decimal	points	in	User	Report	settings	to	2	
○  Aggregate	Scales	in	gradebook	
○  Unenrolled	students	show	up	in	Groups	related	areas	fix	
○  Review	email	and	messaging	tool	settings	/	options	

	





POTENTIAL	DEVELOPMENT	FOR	MAY	

○  ARES	improvements	
○  PollEverywhere	integrations	
○  Dashboard	updates	-	focus	on	student	support	
○  Removal	of	courses	over	4	years	old		
PLUGINS	
Evaluate	and	test	plugins	that	improve	usability	and	
functionality	based	on	requests	the	have	been	made.		
Some	requests	include:	Office	365	integrations,	forum	enhancements	(formatting,	feedback,	and	
anonymous	posting),	enhanced	course	and	grade	analytics,	peer	evaluation	options,	mail	enhancements,	
automated	notifications...	

Replace	TabTopics	course	format	with	Button	

	
	



EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 	

LMS Review  

	
Ensure	we	are	using	the	best	LMS	for	Carleton	



Why	Review	
o  Good	practice	
o  Dynamic	ecosystem	
o  Challenges	supporting	current	system	
o  Strategic	advantages	

	



Learning	Management	Engines	



Market	Share	Comparisons	



GENERAL	PROJECT	MAP	
 

	

Summer-
Fall 2019 

Review, Analysis and Selection 
 
Initial vendor presentations. Sandbox 
accounts. Testing and migration. Final vendor 
presentations.  

Winter 
2020 

Scaled Launch 
Teach 10-20 courses on the new 
system 

Late 2018 

Project and Communication Planning 
 
Develop project roadmap. Identify key 
stakeholders. Review and research. Hold 
listening sessions 

Winter 
2019 

Needs Analysis 
 
Develop RFP and review process. Develop 
criteria for scoring and review.   

Summer-
Fall 2020 

Full 
implementation 
 
All users on new 
system	



WE	WANT	TO	HEAR	FROM	YOU	
o  carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review/ 	
o  Focus	Groups		


